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ABSTRACT
In the era of artificial intelligence (AI), deep neural networks (DNNs)
have emerged as the most important and powerful AI technique.
However, large DNN models are both storage and computation in-
tensive, posing significant challenges for adopting DNNs in resource-
constrained scenarios. Thus, model compression becomes a crucial
technique to ensure wide deployment of DNNs.

This paper advances the state-of-the-art by considering tensor
train (TT) decomposition, an very promising but yet explored com-
pression technique in architecture domain. The method features
with the extremely high compression ratio. However, the challenge
is that the inference on the TT-format DNN models inherently in-
curs massive amount of redundant computations, causing significant
energy consumption. Thus, the straightforward application of TT
decomposition is not feasible.

To address this fundamental challenge, this paper develops a
computation-efficient inference scheme for TT-format DNN, which
enjoys two key merits: 1) it achieves theoretical limit of number of
multiplications, thus eliminating all redundant computations; and
2) the multi-stage processing scheme reduces the intensive memory
access to all tensor cores, bringing significant energy saving.

Based on the novel inference scheme, we develop TIE, a TT-
format compressed DNN-targeted inference engine. TIE is highly
flexible, supporting different types of networks for different needs. A
16-processing elements (PE) prototype is implemented using CMOS
28nm technology. Operating on 1000MHz, the TIE accelerator con-
sumes 1.74mm2 and 154.8mW. Compared with EIE, TIE achieves
7.22× ∼ 10.66× better area efficiency and 3.03× ∼ 4.48× better en-
ergy efficiency on different workloads, respectively. Compared with
CIRCNN, TIE achieves 5.96× and 4.56× higher throughput and
energy efficiency, respectively. The results show that TIE exhibits
significant advantages over state-of-the-art solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the emerging artificial intelligence (AI) era, deep neural networks
(DNNs) [25] have become the most important and popular machine
learning (ML) technique. Thanks to their unique large-scale structure
that consists of thousands of neurons and millions of connections,
DNNs are able to obtain very strong learning and representation
capability. Thus, DNNs are able to deliver and guarantee very high
task accuracy in many real-life intelligence-demanded applications
[5, 15, 44, 56, 73].

However, the unprecedented high task performance of DNNs does
not come for free, — executing these large-scale DNNs normally de-
mands large storage space and powerful computing resources. This
is because, different from many other ML approaches, the perfor-
mance of DNNs are strongly related to their scale: both theoretical
analysis and empirical experiments have suggested that deepening
or widening DNN models can bring better representation capabil-
ity and higher classification accuracy [29, 79]. Motivated by this
promising property, today’s AI researchers usually tend to use and
scale up large-scale DNN models to achieve the required high ac-
curacy in various AI tasks. However, the consequence of the trend
is that the state-of-the-art DNNs are all very storage-intensive and
computation-intensive. In particular, it causes severe challenges on
the efficient implementation of DNNs in many resource-constrained
embedded and mobile systems.

In order to facilitate and promote the widespread deployment
of DNNs in boarder scope of application scenarios, both ML and
hardware communities have conducted extensive investigations on
compressing DNNs with affordable accuracy loss. Specifically, due
to the well recognized and verified redundancy of DNN models [24,
27, 28], different compression approaches, such as pruning [27],
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clustering [24], low rank decomposition [46] and low bit-width [47]
etc., have been proposed and adopted to remove the redundancy
on structure, layer, weight or number precision of DNN models.
Correspondingly, several compression-oriented DNN accelerators [6,
26, 75] have also been customized for those compression approaches
to achieve high hardware performance.

Among various DNN compression techniques, tensor-train (TT)
decomposition [52] is unique due to its extremely high compres-
sion ratios. For instance, experiments in [50] show that applying TT
decomposition to the fully-connected (FC) layers of VGG-16 [50]
on ImageNet dataset [17] can bring record-breaking 50000× com-
pression ratio, while other compression approaches typically only
achieve much less compression on FC layers. Moreover, due to
the generality of TT decomposition, this approach can also be ap-
plied to compressing convolutional (CONV) layers via decompos-
ing the weight tensors of CONV layers [23]. To date, ML commu-
nity [23, 50, 74, 77] has successfully verified the effectiveness of TT
decomposition and its variant (TT ring) [81] in several representative
types of DNNs, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
recurrent neural networks (RNNs).

From the perspective of tensor theory, the impressive compres-
sion capability of TT decomposition comes from its unique tensor
factorization scheme. As illustrated in Fig. 1, TT decomposition
can decompose a d-dimensional n1 × n2 × ... × nd tensor AAA to d
3-dimensional rk−1 × nk × rk tensor cores, where rk is the pre-
set rank value. Thanks to this special representation scheme, only∑d
k=1 nkrk−1rk parameters need to be stored in the TT format while

conventionally
∏d

k=1 nk parameters were required for an explicit rep-
resentation. Since in practice rk is typically small, the compression
ratio, as defined as

∏d
k=1 nk/

∑d
k=1 nkrk−1rk , can be very significant

and hence brings orders of magnitude reduction in storage cost.
Due to the promising advantages of TT decomposition on model

compression, exploiting efficient DNN hardware architecture based
on TT decomposition (referred as TT-DNN) is very attractive. Con-
sidering the exceedingly high compression ratios that TT decompo-
sition can bring, such specialized architecture, if properly developed,
has the potential to execute the state-of-the-art CNN and RNN mod-
els using very small memory resource, thereby leading to highly
area and energy efficient solutions for today’s resource-constrained
but memory and compute intensive DNN accelerator design.

However, realizing a high-performance TT-DNN accelerator is far
from trivial, and needs to overcome the severe challenge on the inef-
ficient inference scheme based on a TT-format DNN model. Specif-
ically, the current TT-format inference scheme contains a massive
amount of redundant computations, leading to significantly higher
computational cost in the inference phase. Moreover, those inherent
redundant computations also incur intensive memory accesses, —
the tensor cores need to be frequently accessed when calculating
each element of output tensor, thereby causing high energy consump-
tion. As a result, despite the high compression ratios, the inherent
inefficiency of TT-format inference scheme directly impedes the
potential deployment of TT-DNN accelerator in energy-constrained
applications.

To address the fundamental challenges, this paper exploits the
hardware-friendly inference scheme for TT-DNN. By carefully re-
viewing and investigating the root reason and mechanism of redun-
dant computation of current TT-format inference scheme, we derive
the theoretical limit for minimum number of multiplications needed
for TT-format inference. Then, leveraging the same methodology
in the theoretical analysis, we develop a computation-efficient in-
ference scheme for TT-DNN. The proposed TT-format inference
scheme has two benefits: 1) it is very compact. The required number
of multiplications of this scheme is identical to the theoretical limit,
thus eliminating all the unnecessary redundant computations; and
2) based on its multi-stage processing style, the computing engine
only needs to access one tensor core in each stage, thereby leading
to significant saving in memory access.

Based on the proposed inference scheme, we develop TIE, the
TT-DNN Inference Engine, a novel specialized hardware architec-
ture based on TT-DNN. TIE is designed to fully reap the benefits
of our proposed hardware-friendly inference scheme and achieves
high computation efficiency as well as simple memory access. Also,
TIE is highly flexible and can be adapted to various network types,
values of ranks, number of tensor dimensions, and combinations of
factorization factors, thereby making itself well suited for various
application scenarios and tasks.

We implement an prototype TIE design using CMOS 28nm tech-
nology. With 16 processing elements (PEs) operating on 1000MHz,
the TIE accelerator consumes 1.74mm2 and 154.8mW. Compared
to the state-of-the-art compressed DNN-oriented accelerators using
other compression methods, such as sparsification (EIE [26]) and
structured matrices (CIRCNN [18]), the TT decomposition-based
TIE exhibits significant advantages in hardware performance. Com-
pared with EIE, TIE achieves 7.22× ∼ 10.66× better area efficiency
and 3.03× ∼ 4.48× better energy efficiency on different workloads,
respectively. Compared with CIRCNN, TIE achieves 5.96× and
4.56× higher throughput and energy efficiency, respectively.

2 TT-BASED DNN COMPRESSION
2.1 TT Decomposition & TT Format
As introduced in Section 1, TT decomposition is an efficient com-
pression approach to reduce DNN model sizes. In general, the
key idea of TT decomposition is to decompose a large-size multi-
dimensional tensor into a set of small-size 3-dimensional tensors.
Specifically, for a d-dimensional n1 × n2 × ... × nd tensor AAA, after
TT decomposition AAA is stored in the TT format using d tensor cores
GkGkGk ∈ Rrk−1×nk×rk , where k = 1, 2, . . . ,d, and each element in AAA

can be reconstructed as follows [50]:

A(j1, . . . , jd ) =G1G1G1[j1] ×G2G2G2[j2] × · · · ×GdGdGd [jd ], (1)

where GkGkGk [jk ] ∈ R
rk−1×rk is the jk -th slice of the k-th tensor core

GkGkGk with jk = 1, 2, . . . ,nk , and rk is the rank of a tensor core. Ac-
cordingly, the number of parameters to represent AAA is reduced from∏d

k=1 nk to
∑d
k=1 nkrk−1rk . It is worth noting that, though the value

of rk can vary since TT-decomposition for arbitrary tensor is not
unique, r0 and rd are always set as 1 to satisfy the boundary condi-
tion.

In practical use, the value of rk is typically set as a small value,
so that the parameter saving resulting from TT decomposition can
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A(i1, i2, i3) G1[i1] G2[i2] G3[i3]

A(n1 X n2 X n3) G1(r0 X n1 X r1)   G2(r1 X n2 X r2) G3(r2 X n3 X r3)

i1={1,2,3}
i2={1,2,3,4}
i3={1,2,3,4,5}

# of parameters:  

n1 x n2 x n3 =60
# of parameters 
of G1+G2+G3 = 32

d=3 3 4 5 1 3 2 2 4 2 2 5 1

Figure 1: Represent a matrix via using the TT decomposition of its reshaped tensor.
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Figure 2: TT-format inference scheme.

be very significant. Consequently, leveraging TT decomposition to
perform efficient compression on DNN models is very attractive
since the fully-connected (FC) and convolutional (CONV) layers
of DNNs are in the format of matrix and tensor, which can be
decomposed and represented in the TT format. As suggested in [50],
in order to maintain high test accuracy, the TT decomposition is
typically not directly applied to the 2D weight matrix or 4D weight
tensor but to their reshaped format. For instance, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, in order to store a 5×12 weight matrix in the TT format,
the weight matrix is first reshaped to a 3-dimensional tensor as
d = 3, and then it is decomposed and stored in the three tensor cores
(G1G1G1 ∼ G3G3G3).

2.2 TT-Format Inference & Training on DNNs
In general, when a DNN model is stored in the TT format, the corre-
sponding inference and training schemes need to be re-formulated
since the underlying representation for weight matrix and tensor of
FC and CONV layers have been changed.

Inference on TT-format FC layers. Conventionally, with weight
matrix W∈ RM×N , input vector x∈ RN and output vector y∈ RM ,
the inference procedure on FC layer is y=Wx1. In the scenario of
representing weight matrix in the TT format, such inference scheme
is re-formulated as follows [52]:

Y(i1, . . . , id ) =∑
j1, ..., jd

G1G1G1[i1, j1]G2G2G2[i2, j2], . . . ,GdGdGd [id , jd ]X(j1, . . . , jd ),
(2)

1Bias are combined with W for simplicity.

where YYY ∈ Rm1×m2, ...,×md and XXX ∈ Rn1×n2, ...,×nd are the re-
shaped y and x in the tensor format with M =

∏d
k=1mk and

N =
∏d

k=1 nk , respectively. For weight matrix W, it is first re-
shaped into a d-dimensional tensor GGG, and then GGG is decomposed
and represented in the TT format with d tensor cores GkGkGk , where
k = 1, 2, . . . ,d. Notice that here GkGkGk ∈ Rrk−1×mk×nk×rk is different
from the representation in Eqn. (1) in Section 2.1. This is because,
as indicated in [50], this 4D representation of tensor cores is better
for describing the matrix-vector multiplication in the TT format2.
Accordingly, as illustrated in Fig. 2, GkGkGk can be viewed as a 2D
mk -by-nk array, where each element (GkGkGk [ik , jk ] in Eqn. (2)) of this
array is an rk−1-by-rk matrix.

Inference on CONV layers in the TT format. Due to its gener-
ality for arbitrary tensor, TT decomposition can also enable efficient
inference on CONV layer that is affiliated with a weight tensor.
Specifically, there are two methods to represent the conventional
4D weight tensor of CONV layer in the TT format. The first one
is to directly apply TT decomposition to the 4D tensor and obtain
the corresponding tensor cores. However, as indicated in [23], such
method is not very efficient for CONV layer with small kernel sizes
(e.g. 1×1 convolution). Therefore, another method [23] is to reshape
the 4D weight tensor to 2D matrix, and then use the same procedure
for inference on FC layer to perform inference on CONV layer. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, such transform is mathematically rigid since the
2D convolution between the 3D input tensor and 4D weight tensor is
equivalent to the matrix-by-matrix multiplication [33]. Consequently,

2We can still use 3D-based tensor cores to describe inference scheme. The drawback is
the complicated indexing. The 4D representation can be viewed as folding the original
3D tensor.
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both the inference on FC layers and CONV layers can be executed
on the same TT-format inference engine.
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W’
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Cout
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f2Cin

Cout
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Reshape Reshape Reshape

Figure 3: Converting computation on CONV layer to matrix
multiplication. Here H ′ = H − f + 1 andW ′ =W − f + 1.

Training TT-format DNN models. In general, after the sizes of
tensor cores GkGkGk have been determined, a DNN model in the TT
format can be either trained from the scratch or obtained from a pre-
trained non-TT-format model. Specifically, the train-from-scratch
strategy assigns initial values for each tensor core and then performs
backward propagation scheme in [50] to update them. On the other
hand, if converting a non-TT-format trained model to the TT format
is needed, the standard TT decomposition in [52] is first applied to
the weight matrix/tensor of the FC/CONV layer of model to form
the initial values of tensor cores. Then backward propagation-based
fine-tuning process is performed to retain original high accuracy.

2.3 Compression & Accuracy Performance
Based on the training and inference described in Section 2.2, the
TT-format DNN models can be trained and tested. Table 1 - Table 3
list the test accuracy and compression ratio (CR) of different types
of DNN models (convolutional neural network (CNN) and recur-
rent neural network (RNN)) on different datasets. Here the CR is
measured as the reduction of number of parameters of the model.
Specifically, the experimental settings are as follows:

Table 1: FC-dominated CNN on ImageNet.

FC-dominated CNN [50]
(NIPS’16)

Accuracy
(%)

CR for FC
layers

CR for overall
network

VGG-16 (baseline) 69.1 1× 1×
TT-VGG-16 67.8 30.9× 7.4×

Table 2: CONV-dominated CNN on CIFAR-10.

CONV-dominated
CNN [23] (NIPS’17)

Accuracy
(%)

CR for CONV
layers

CR for overall
network

CNN (baseline) 90.7 1× 1×
TT-CNN 89.3 3.3× 3.27×

3Notice that in this experiment TT decomposition significantly increases test accuracy.
As indicated in [77], this is mainly because plain LSTM/GRU are not adequate to model
very high-dimensional sequential data. Also notice that the TT-decomposed models
achieves similar test accuracy with the state-of-the-art work [51] having 80.8% accuracy.

Table 3: RNN on Youtube Celebrities Face Data.

RNN [77] (ICML’17) Accuracy3

(%)
CR for FC layers CR for overall

network
LSTM (baseline) 33.2 1× 1×

TT-LSTM 75.5 15283× 196×
GRU (baseline) 34.2 1× 1×

TT-GRU 80.0 11683× 195×

FC-dominated CNN [50]: Two FC layers (FC6 and FC7) are in
the TT format, where d=6, m1 ∼ m6=4, r1 ∼ r5=4. For FC6 and
FC7, n1 ∼ n6=[2,7,8,8,7,4] and [4,4,4,4,4,4], respectively.

CONV-dominated CNN [23]: The 2nd ∼ 6h CONV layers are in
the TT format, where d=4,m=[3,4,4,4] and [3,4,8,4] for the 2nd and
the 3rd ∼ 6th layers, respectively, n=[3,4,4,4] and [3,4,8,4] for the
2nd ∼ 3rd and the 4th ∼ 6th layers, respectively, r1 ∼ r3=[22,20,20],
[27,22,22], [23,23, 23] for the 2nd , the 3rd and the 4th ∼ 6th layers,
respectively.

LSTM or GRU-based RNN [77]: All the input-to-hidden layers
are in the TT format, where d=4,m=[4,4,4,4], n=[4,20, 20,36] and
r2 ∼ r4=4.

From Table 1 - Table 3 we can see that TT decomposition enables
significant reduction in the number of parameters of the decomposed
layers and the entire DNN model sizes. Meanwhile, it preserves
high task accuracy on different datasets, making it very attractive
for practical deployment of DNN models. However, its inherent
drawback of low computational efficiency in the inference phase,
which will be elaborated in Section 3.1, impedes its wide adoption
in practical systems.

3 EFFICIENT TT-FORMAT INFERENCE:
CHALLENGE & SOLUTION

3.1 Challenge of TT-format Inference
As described in Eqn. (2) of Section 2.2, the inference on the TT-
format layers of DNN models can be performed via multi-dimensional
summation of the products of slices of different tensor cores. This
implementation, though classical and straightforward, incurs severe
challenge that leads to low computational efficiency.

In general, the low computational efficiency of TT-format in-
ference scheme comes from its inherent redundant computations.
Recall that in Eqn. (2), calculating a specific element of output ten-
sor (Y(i1, . . . , id )) requires consecutive multiplications ofGkGkGk [ik , jk ]
over all jk ’s. Since each Y(i1, . . . , id ) always has the partially same
indices ik with many other Y(i1, . . . , id )’s, calculating those indices-
shared elements inherently contains multiple times of consecutive
multiplication among the sameGkGkGk [ik , jk ], thereby causing unnec-
essary computational redundancy. Fig. 4 illustrates the existence of
such redundancy in the calculation of 3-dimensional tensor. We see
that, the calculation procedure of Y(0, 0, 0) and Y(1, 0, 0) have two
identical matrix-vector multiplication stages out of all three stages.
Notice that Fig. 4 only shows the computational redundancy for
these two specific output tensor elements. In general, such repli-
cate multiplications in Eqn. (2) always exist for any pair of tensor
elements that shares part of the indices.

To further quantify the computational redundancy, we perform an
analytic evaluation on the total number of multiplications consumed
in Eqn. (2) and the minimum required number of multiplications
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Computation

Figure 4: Exampled redundant computations in conventional TT-format inference scheme.

for calculating all Y(i1, . . . , id ), respectively. For simplicity, only
multiplication is counted for computational cost.

Analysis on total number of multiplications in Eqn. (2):
First we examine the total required number of multiplications con-
sumed in Eqn. (2). As indicated in Fig. 4, computing one Y(i1, . . . , id )
needs d stages of matrix-vector multiplication between a length-ri
and ri -by-ri−1 matrix. Therefore, total number of multiplications to
calculate all MY(i1, . . . , id )’s is:

MULnaive = MN
d∑
i=1

riri−1. (3)

Analysis on minimum number of multiplications forY(i1, . . . , id )Y(i1, . . . , id )Y(i1, . . . , id ):
Next we analyze the minimum number of required multiplications
for calculating all Y(i1, . . . , id ) ∈ YYY. The general procedure is to
first determine the computational cost for Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :)4 when
i1 ∼ id−1 are specific. Based on that, we then determine the number
of non-redundant multiplications for calculating Y(i1, . . . , id−2, :, :)
when i1 ∼ id−2 are specific. Notice that here all the computations
involved with GdGdGd [id , jd ] is not considered since they have been
included before, thereby avoiding counting repeated computation.
After that, we continue to perform the similar analysis from the
(d − 2)-th dimension to the 1-st dimension of YYY, and finally we can
obtain the minimum required number of multiplications for calcu-
lating all Y(i1, . . . , id )’s as Y(:, . . . , :, :). In general, such recursive
counting method ensures that all the multiplications involved with
the calculation of all Y(i1, . . . , id )’s are included and meanwhile
those multiplications are not counted repeatedly.

Specifically, the detail of above analysis procedure is described as
follows. First let us consider the computational cost for Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :
) (referred as stage-1). Recall that Eqn. (2) indicates calculating one
Y(i1, . . . , id−1, id ) requires all X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd )’s anddGkGkGk [ik , jk ]’s
where k = 1, 2 , . . . ,d. Also, notice that as illustrated in Fig. 4,
X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd ) only shares one common index jk with one slice

4‘:’ used in the i-th dimension of tensor denotes all elements in the i-th dimension of
this tensor.

of tensor core GkGkGk [ik , jk ]. Based on these two observations, in or-
der to facilitate the analysis on Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :) we further parti-
tion the counting procedure into d steps, where in the k-th step
we consider the involvement of X(j1, . . . , jd−k , :, :, . . . , :). Accord-
ingly, when considering the number of multiplications involved with
X(j1, . . . , jd−1, :) and GdGdGd [id , jd ] for calculating Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :),
the computational cost is rd−1rdnd . Notice that inherently this cost
corresponds to paralleling thed-th dimension of input X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd )
(as shown in stage-1 of Fig. 5). Interestingly, though such paral-
leled input scheme does not reduce any computational redundancy
involved with GdGdGd [id , jd ] (stage-1 in Fig. 5), it saves the compu-
tation involved with Gd−1Gd−1Gd−1[id−1, jd−1] (stage-2 in Fig. 5). This is
because now only one, instead of nd , length-r1 vector is multiplied
withGd−1Gd−1Gd−1[id−1, jd−1]. Besides, since all the computations involved
withGdGdGd [id , jd ] has been considered before, the additional compu-
tational cost for Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :) with specific jd−1 is rd−1rdnd +
rd−2rd−1. Therefore, the number of multiplications of calculating
Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :) with X(j1, . . . , jd−2, :, :) is (rd−1rd nd+rd−2rd−1)nd−1.
By recursively applying this analysis, we can then derive the number
of multiplications for calculating Y(i1, . . . , id−1, :) with X(:, . . . , :, :)
as:

MULY(i1, ...,id−1, :) =md

d∑
i=1

(riri−1

i∏
t=1

nt ). (4)

Next we consider the additional computational cost for calculating
Y(i1, . . . , id−2, :, :) (referred as stage-2). Similar to the previous anal-
ysis on recursive computation, when computing Y(i1, . . . , id−2, :, :),
the computation involved with Y(i1, . . . , id−2, id−1, :) has already
been considered and should not be re-counted again. Therefore,
the additional number of multiplications for calculating Y(i1, . . . ,
id−2, :, :) with X(:, . . . , :, :) is:

MULextra f or Y(i1, ...,id−2, :, :)

= (md−1md −md )

d−1∑
i=1

(riri−1

i∏
t=1

nt ).
(5)
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Figure 5: Partially paralleling the inputs in Stage-3. Redundant computations are partially reduced.

By generalizing Eqn. 5, we can derive the additional number of
multiplications for calculating Y(i1, . . . , il , :, . . . , :) with X(:, . . . , :, :
) in stage-l as:

MULextra f or Y(i1, ...,il , :, ..., :)

= (

d∏
j=l

mj −

d∏
j=l+1

mj )

l∑
i=1

(riri−1

i∏
t=1

nt )

= (ml − 1)
d∏

j=l+1
mj

l∑
i=1

(riri−1

i∏
t=1

nt )

. (6)

Consequently, because YYY has d dimensions, the total minimum
number of multiplications for calculating Y(i1, . . . , il , :, . . . , :) in all
d stages is:

MULextra f or Y(:, ..., :, :)
= MULY(i1, ...,id−1, :) +MULextra f or Y(i1, ...,id−2, :, :)
+ · · · +MULextra f or Y(i1, ..., :, :)

=

d∑
l=1

((ml − 1)
d∏

j=l+1
mj

l∑
i=1

(riri−1

i∏
t=1

nt ))

. (7)

Eqn. 7 gives the analytical result of minimum number of mul-
tiplications for performing TT-format inference. Comparing this
theoretical limit with Eqn. 3, we can find that the conventional TT-
format scheme contains significant computational redundancy. For
instance, for the FC-6 layer in VGG-16 with d=6 and ri=4, the num-
ber of multiplications consumed in Eqn. 3 is 1073 times than that in
Eqn. 7. Obviously, such huge redundancy in multiplication caused
very low computational efficiency.

3.2 Compact TT-format Inference Scheme
To address the challenge of low computational efficiency, we propose
a novel computation-efficient TT-format inference scheme. With
carefully designed computation procedure, our approach, namely
compact inference scheme, calculates all the elements of output
tensor Y in parallel without any redundant computations, thereby
significantly improving computational efficiency over the conven-
tional TT-format inference scheme.

In general, the design of this compact inference scheme is in-
spired by the theoretical analysis on the minimum required number
of computations in Section 3. Recall that in the previous analysis

the minimum number of multiplications is counted based on the as-
sumption that all the computations involved withGkGkGk [ik , jk ] are not
included for the future computations involved withGk−1Gk−1Gk−1[ik−1, jk−1].
To achieve this, in our design we perform the computation on dif-
ferent GkGkGk ’s one by one. In other words, different from Eqn. 2 that
calculates one output tensor element using d GkGkGk [ik , jk ]’s where
k = 1, 2, . . . ,d, our scheme performs computation using all mknk
GkGkGk [ik , jk ]’s with only one specific k , and then will never use them in
the future for other k’s. Consequently, such computing arrangement
breaks the original data dependency and eliminates all the potential
computational redundancy.

Algorithm 1: Compact TT-format Inference Scheme.

Input :X, G̃1G̃1G̃1, . . . , G̃dG̃dG̃d ,m = [m1, . . . ,md ],n =
[n1, . . . ,nd ], r = [r0, r1, . . . , rd ]

Output :Y

1 X’=Reshape(X, [nd ,−1])
2 V’d+1d+1d+1=X’
3 for h = d to 1 do
4 Vhhh = MatMul(G̃hG̃hG̃h ,V’h+1h+1h+1)

5 V’hhh = Transform(Vh ,hh ,hh ,h)

6 Function Transform(VVV, h)
7 V’ = Transpose(V)
8 V’ = Rehape(V’, [nh−1,−1])
9 // split

10 t’ = new [nh−1, rh−1]

11 T ′T ′T ′ = new [
∏h−2

k=1 nk
∏d

k=hmk ] t’
12 for j = 1 to [

∏h−2
k=1 nk

∏d
k=hmk ] do

13 T ′T ′T ′[j] = V’[:, (j − 1) ∗ rh−1 : j ∗ rh−1]
14 T ′T ′T ′[j] = Reshape(T ′T ′T ′[j], [nh−1 ∗ rh−1])

15 // assemble
16 V’ = new [nh−1 ∗ rh−1,

∏h−2
k=1 nk

∏d
k=hmk ]

17 for j = 1 to [
∏h−2

k=1 nk
∏d

k=hmk ] do
18 V’[:, j] =T ′T ′T ′[j]

19 Return V’

Fig. 6 illustrates the key idea of the proposed compact infer-
ence scheme. Recall that as analyzed in Section 3.1 and shown in
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Figure 6: Example of compact TT-format inference scheme.

Fig. 5, partial paralleling input multiple X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd )’s
as X(j1, . . . , jd−1, :) reduces redundant computations involved with
Gd−1Gd−1Gd−1[id−1, jd−1]. To be consistent with this, we further fully parallel
the computation involved with all the input X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd )’s (as
X(:, . . . , :)) and all the slices of GdGdGd (see Fig. 6(a)). As revealed in
Fig. 6, such parallel computation corresponds to a compact matrix-
format multiplication that replaces the original summations in Eqn. 2
over index jd . Different from Fig. 5, the computations in stage-1
of Fig. 6(a) are now for every X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd ) and every slice
of of GdGdGd ; therefore the input tensor XXX ∈ Rn1×n2, ...,×nd needs to
be properly transformed to a new matrix format to guarantee the
functional validity and suited for matrix multiplication. In general,
such transform converts a tensor XXX ∈ Rn1×n2, ...,×nd to a matrix
X’ ∈ Rnd×

∏d−1
i=1 ni , and the mapping principle for this transform is

as follows:

X(j1, . . . , jd−1, jd ) → X′(p,q), (8)

where p = jd and q =
∑d−1
l=1 jl

∏l−1
i=1 ni . Then, a compact matrix-

format multiplication can be performed as:

VVVddd = G̃dG̃dG̃dX′X′X′, (9)

where Vddd is the intermediate matrix to be sent to stage-2, and G̃dG̃dG̃d is
the matrix format of unfolded GdGdGd (see Fig. 6(a)).

It should be noted that Fig. 6(a) only performs compact matrix-
format computation in stage-1; while in stage-2 and stage-3G2G2G2[i2, j2]
andG1G1G1[i1, j1] are still fetched for processing in serial, thereby caus-
ing redundant computations. As analyzed in Section 3.1, avoiding
the redundant computations in each computing stage demands the
involvement of all the output values from previous stages (e.g. V333)
and the matrix format of the unfolded tensor core (e.g. G̃2G̃2G̃2). How-
ever, as illustrated in Fig. 6, G̃2G̃2G̃2 and V333, or G̃1G̃1G̃1 and V222, cannot be
simply multiplied because 1) their sizes do not fit for direct ma-
trix multiplications; and 2) the elements of Vhhh , as the intermediate
values from stages-(d − h + 1), and G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1, as the matrix format of
unfolded tensor core in the stage-(d − h + 2), are not in the correct
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positions to produce correct results even if they can be multiplied.
To address this problem, we propose to transform Vhhh before it
is multiplied with G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1. In general, in the stage-(d − h + 1) such

transform is to convert Vhhh ∈ R(mh×rh−1)×(
∏h−1
k=1 nk×

∏d−h
k=1 md−k−1)

to V’hhh ∈ R(nh−1×rh−1)×(
∏h−2
k=1 nk×

∏d−h+1
k=1 md−k−1), and the mapping

principal for this transform is as follows:

Vh (p,q) → V′
h (p

′,q′), (10)

where p = ihrh−1 + th−1, p′ = jh−1rh−1 + th−1,
q = (

∑h−1
l=1 jl

∏l−1
i=1 ni )

∏d−h
k=1 md−k+1 +∑d−h

д=2 (
∏d−h

k=д md−k+1)id−д+2,

q′ = (
∑h−2
l=1 jl

∏l−1
i=1 ni )

∏d−h+1
k=1 md−k+1 +∑d−h+1

д=2 (
∏d−h+1

k=д md−k+1)id−д+2. After performing this transform,
a compact matrix-format computation for stage-(d − h + 2) is as:

VVVh−1h−1h−1 = G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1V′
hV
′
hV
′
h, (11)

where Vh−1h−1h−1 will then be sent to stage-(d − h + 3) and being trans-
formed again.

In overall, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the entire compact TT-format
inference scheme contains d computation stages, where each stage
performs transform and multiply with the output Vhhh from previous
stages. In each stage, matrix multiplication between transformed
input V’hhh and corresponding G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1. By using this scheme, all the
elements of final output tensor YYY can be obtained simultaneously
at the output end of stage-1 without any redundant computations.
Notice that for practical implementation, the transformation de-
scribed in Eqn.(2) can be equivalently achieved by performing 4-step
matrix-wise multiplications (see Transform in Fig. 6 (b)). Putting
all together, the proposed compact TT-format inference scheme is
described in Algorithm 1.

Notice that at each stage of compact TT-format inference scheme,
the intermediate values should be buffered on-chip for the processing
of next stage. Needed extra storage capacity to store the intermedi-
ate values from state-(d − h + 1) is max(rh−1

∏k−1
k=1 nk )

∏d
k=hmk ,

where h = 1 . . .d. Consider that both the input and output of
each stage should be stored. The overall storage overhead is 2 ×
max(rh−1

∏k−1
k=1 nk )

∏d
k=hmk , where h = 1 . . .d. However, con-

sider that the activation size is much less than weights size in typi-
cal, the storage overhead brought by compact TT-format inference
scheme can be accepted.

4 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
Based on the proposed efficient TT-format inference scheme in Sec-
tion 3.2, we develop TIE, the corresponding hardware architecture
of tensor train-based inference engine.

4.1 Data Mapping and Processing Scheme
Fig. 6 shows the overall computing flow of the proposed TIE. In
general, it contains two types of operation: reshaping the inputs (x
to X’ and Vhhh to V’hhh ), and multiplying V’hhh and G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1. Considering
reshaping x to X’ can be prepared offline and reshaping Vhhh to V’hhh
can be performed by carefully designed memory access scheme
in Section 4.4, the datapath of TIE is mainly responsible for ex-
ecuting matrix multiplication. Fig. 10 illustrates the detailed data
mapping and processing scheme of an example 2-PE datapath for

the multiplication between 3 × 2 G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1 and 2 × 4 V’hhh matrices. Here,
each PE is equipped with 3 multiply-accumulate (MAC) units. In
each clock cycle, one column of G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1 is broadcast to all the PEs,
where each multiplier of PE receives one element of the column.
Meanwhile, two elements in the same row of V’hhh are sent to two
PEs, respectively; and each of these elements in V’hhh is broadcast
to all the multipliers of their corresponding PEs. After finishing the
computation in the current cycle, in the next cycle PEs will move on
to process the next column of G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1 and next row of V’hhh . In general,
with NPE PEs equipped with NMAC MAC units, the proposed pro-
cessing scheme can produce a NMAC × NPE -size sub-block of the
result matrix Vh−1h−1h−1 =G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1V’hhh in NGcol cycles, where NGcol is the
number of columns of G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1. Notice that when the number of rows
of G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1 (as NGrow ) is larger than NMAC or number of columns of
V’hhh (as NVcol ) is larger than NPE , it takes PEs multiple NGcol cycles
to calculate the entire Vh−1h−1h−1 (see Fig. 7).

4.2 Overall Architecture
Based on the data mapping and processing scheme described above,
the overall architecture of TIE is shown in Fig. 8. For the infer-
ence task on one layer, the datapath of TIE performs d-stage matrix
multiplications between matrix V’hhh read from the working SRAM
and G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1 read from the weight SRAM. During the computation in
each stage, as indicated in Section 4.1, part of the results matrix
Vh−1h−1h−1 =G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1V’hhh are already calculated in the PEs, these sub-block
of Vh−1h−1h−1, once available, will be written to another working SRAM.
According to this scheme, two working SRAMs are used to avoid
potential read/write conflict. After the entire Vh−1h−1h−1 has been writ-
ten to one working SRAM, in order to continue the next stage of
computation correctly, this SRAM will then output V’h−1h−1h−1, as the
reshaped Vh−1h−1h−1, to the datapath via a specifically designed memory
read scheme (described in Section 4.4). Therefore, the two working
SRAMs act as source and destination memories, respectively, and
exchange their roles for every stage. Notice that during the last stage
of computations for V111, the calculated elements of V111 need to be
sent to activation units first and then written to working SRAM.

4.3 Datapath & Weight SRAM
Datapath. As shown in Fig. 8, TIE consists of an array of NPE PEs
that perform matrix multiplication. Specifically, each PE contains
NMAC MAC units and NMAC activation units. Notice that by using
the processing scheme in Section 4.1, the NMACNPE elements of
result matrix are available simultaneous in the registers of all PEs
every NGcol cycles, and then they will be written to working SRAM
in parallel.

Weight SRAM. The weight SRAM of TIE stores the weight
parameters of tensor cores G̃hG̃hG̃h ’s. Notice that though each layer of TT-
format DNN models is affiliated with d tensor cores, the sequential
access to different G̃hG̃hG̃h ’s in different computation stages, which is
described in Section 3.2, enables the simple storing strategy of
locating all G̃hG̃hG̃h ’s in the same weight SRAM sequentially from h = 1
to d. However, different from such sequential placement for the
consecutive G̃hG̃hG̃h ’s, the data allocation within the same G̃hG̃hG̃h may be not
always sequentially in the weight SRAM. For instance, as illustrated
in Fig. 9, when the number of rows of G̃hG̃hG̃h ’s is larger than the number
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Figure 7: Example 2-PE processing scheme with 3 MAC units in each PE. Calculated elements in the result matrix are in red.
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Figure 8: Overall architecture of TIE.

of PEs, in order to be consistent with processing scheme described
in Section 4.1, the elements in the same column of G̃hG̃hG̃h need to be
stored in the different row of weight SRAM via an interleaved way.
In short, the entire data allocation of weight SRAM is sequential at
the inter-G̃hG̃hG̃h level and interleaved at the intra-G̃hG̃hG̃h level.
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Figure 9: Data allocation in weight SRAM.

Algorithm 2: Data Read Scheme for Working SRAM.
Input :Memory[Nд ,Nr ,M]. Nr component SRAMs are

divided into Nд groups. Each group contains Nr
Nд

component SRAMs. Each component SRAM contains
M elements. NPE denotes the number of PE.

Output :Data

1 //Number of total cycles for reading data

2 Nc = ⌊
NдNrM
NPE

⌋

3 while (k < Nc ) do
4 for j = 1 to ⌊ M

NPE/Nд
⌋ do

5 for ir = 1 to Nr
Nд

do
6 Data = Read(Memory(:, ir , [j ∗ ⌊ M

NPE/Nд
⌋ :

(j + 1) ∗ ⌊ M
NPE/Nд

⌋]))

7 Data = ReArrange(Data)

8 k ++

9 Function ReArrange (Data)
10 Data′ = new [Nд × ⌊ M

NPE/Nд
⌋]

11 for j = 1 to ⌊ M
NPE/Nд

⌋ do
12 for iд = 1 to Nд do
13 Data′[j ∗ Nд + iд]=Data(iд , j)

14 Return Data′

4.4 Working SRAM
As indicated in Algorithm 1, a transform from Vhhh to V’hhh is required
in each stage of computation to guarantee the functional correctness
of the proposed inference scheme. Conventionally, such transform,
including matrix reshape and transpose, demands extra memory
resource to implement those matrix operations [9], thereby signifi-
cantly degrading the hardware performance of entire TIE design on
both area efficiency and power efficiency.
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To address such problem, we carefully design efficient read and
write schemes for working SRAMs to achieve zero-cost matrix trans-
form. Our general methodology is to ensure that the datapath always
reads the required elements of V’hhh from the working SRAM that
stores Vhhh , thereby enabling on-the-fly matrix transform for Vhhh . To
achieve this, the key idea is to partition working SRAM to multi-
ple groups with well-designed data selection mechanism. Next we
describe the proposed schemes in detail.

Writing scheme. Recall that in the proposed computing scheme
(Section 4.1) each PE calculates NMAC elements in the same column
of Vhhh after every NGcol cycles. To make data allocation in the work-
ing SRAM consistent with the corresponding matrix format of Vhhh ,
different PEs assemble the calculated elements in the same positions
of MAC units together and write them to one row of component
SRAMs. In general, during the writing phase the calculated elements
in the i-th MAC units among different PEs form one row of data to
be written to memory. Notice that as mentioned before, each of the
two working SRAMs is partitioned to multiple groups, where each
group contains multiple component SRAMs. Based on this type of
memory organization, multiple columns of Vhhh can be written to
multiple component SRAMs simultaneously without access conflict.

Reading scheme. As mentioned before, the matrix transform
operation on Vhhh is performed during the reading phase. To achieve
that, we design a partitioned group-based data selection mechanism.
Algorithm 2 describes the proposed mechanism in detail. Here the
key idea of this mechanism is to utilize the indices of SRAM groups,
component SRAMs and element to locate and read the targeted
element of V’hhh in a mathematically equivalent manner.

Fig. 10 illustrates the working SRAM reading scheme based on
the proposed data selection mechanism. It is seen that in each cycle
the required elements of V’hhh can be located and read from the rows
of different component SRAMs of memory group. As shown in
Fig. 10, after being assembled, these data form the row vector of
targeted V’hhh , and then they will be distributed to their corresponding
PEs for calculating Vh−1h−1h−1 =G̃h−1G̃h−1G̃h−1V’hhh .

Notice that besides the transform from Vhhh to V’hhh , the inference
on entire DNN models also require transform from V1115 of this
layer to X’ of next layer. Interestingly, our mathematical analysis
shows that such inter-layer transform is identical to the intra-layer
transform described before. Therefore, when the TIE is performing
the computation between two consecutive layers, it will still utilize
the proposed working SRAM read scheme.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experimental Methodology
Simulation and CAD Tools. The high-level functional behavior of
TIE was modeled by a bit-accurate cycle-accurate simulator. Based
on that, we developed the RTL model using Verilog and verified its
functional validity. Then, the verified RTL model was synthesized
using Synopsis Design Compiler with CMOS 28nm library. Here the
gate-level netlist was annotated with toggle rate that was obtained
from the extracted switching activity during the simulation. After
that we used Synopsis IC Compiler to perform place and route and
generate layout (see Fig. 11). Then, Synopsis Prime-Time PX was

5Before being transformed, V111 needs to be processed by the activation units in PEs first.

used to estimate power consumption. Notice that the area and power
of memory part were reported by Cacti.

Benchmarks. To evaluate the performance of TIE on different
tasks, we choose several workloads from two models used in image
classification and video classification tasks, respectively. Here the
same-size layers with different TT-decomposition setting are viewed
as different workloads. Table 4 lists the information of four bench-
mark layers, including the size, TT-decomposition settings (d , n,m,
and r ) and compression ratio.

5.2 Hardware Performance
Design Configuration. Table 5 shows the configuration information
of the TIE hardware. The entire design consists of 16 PEs with 16-
bit quantization. For each PE, it is equipped with 16 MACs and
16 activation units, where each MAC contains one 16-bit width
multiplier and one 24-bit width accumulator. Regarding the memory,
a 16 KB Weight SRAM is used to store up to 8192 16-bit weights
on the chip. According to Section 2.3, such budgeted capacity for
weight SRAM is sufficient for most TT-DNN models. For working
SRAM, it contains two copies acting as ping-pong buffer, where
each copy has the capacity as 384KB. Therefore the total capacity
of working RAM is 384 × 2 = 768KB.

Hardware Resources and Performance. Fig. 11 shows the over-
all hardware source and performance of TIE design. Operating on
1000 MHz, the 16-PE TIE occupies 1.74mm2 silicon area and con-
sumes 154.8mW power. Notice that all the memory used in TIE are
on-chip SRAM due to the high compression ratio brought by TT
decomposition. The area and power breakdown is shown in Table. 6.

5.3 Comparison with EIE, CIRCNN, and Eyeriss
In this subsection, we compare TIE with two state-of-the-art com-
pressed DNN-targeted accelerators: EIE [26] and CIRCNN [18].
Different from TIE, model compression in EIE and CIRCNN comes
from other sources: For EIE, model compression is achieved via
network sparsification; for CIRCNN, model compression is from
structuring topology. Moreover, to evaluate the performance of TIE
on CONV layers, we also compare TIE with representative CONV-
oriented work: Eyeriss [12].

Comparison with EIE. Table 7 summarizes the design parame-
ters and hardware performance of EIE and TIE. Due to the different
technology nodes adopted in the two works, the clock frequency,
silicon area and power consumption of EIE are also projected under
the same 28nm technology for fair comparison. Such projection is
based on the scaling rule used in [26]: linear, quardratic and constant
scaling for frequency, area and power, respectively.

Fig. 12 compares the hardware performance of EIE and TIE on
two benchmarks (VGG-FC6 and VGG-FC7) in terms of throughput,
area efficiency and energy efficiency. We see that TIE can achieve a
comparable throughput with EIE. More importantly, thanks to the
high compression ratio brought by TT decomposition, TIE achieves
7.22× ∼ 10.66× better area efficiency and 3.03× ∼ 4.48× better
energy efficiency on different workloads, respectively.

Comparison with CIRCNN. Table 8 compares the hardware
performance of CIRCNN and TIE. Notice that here the listed perfor-
mance metrics of the two designs are obtained from their synthesis
reports for fair comparison since CIRCNN reports synthesis results.
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Figure 10: Perform on-the-fly transform using well-designed working SRAM read access scheme.

Table 4: Information of evaluated benchmarks.

Layer Size d n m r Compression Ratio Tasks
VGG-FC6 (4096, 25088) 6 [2,7,8,8,7,4] [4,4,4,4,4,4] [1,4,4,4,4,4,1] 50972× CNN model for

image classificationVGG-FC7 (4096, 4096) 6 [4,4,4,4,4,4] [4,4,4,4,4,4] [1,4,4,4,4,4,1] 14564×
LSTM-UCF1 (57600, 256) 4 [8,20,20,18] [4,4,4,4] [1,4,4,4,1] 4954× RNN models for

video classificationLSTM-Youtube2 (57600, 256) 4 [4,20,20,36] [4,4,4,4] [1,4,4,4,1] 4608×
1 Input-to-hidden layer of LSTM proposed in [77] on UCF11 dateset.
2 Input-to-hidden layer of LSTM proposed in [77] on Youtube Celebrities Face Data dateset.

Figure 11: Layout and performance metrics of TIE.

Table 5: Design configuration information.

PE Parameter Multiplier Accumulator
Amount 16 16
Width 16-bit 24-bit

Memory Parameter Weight SRAM Working SRAM
Capacity 16KB 768KB

TIE parameter Amount of PEs Quantization
Value 16 16-bit

Meanwhile, due to the lack of area information of CIRCNN, we
compare the overall throughput (in term of TOPS) and energy ef-
ficiency (in term of TOPS/W) of the two designs. After projecting
performance of CIRCNN to the same 28nm technology for fair
comparison, it is seen that TIE achieves 5.96× and 4.56× higher
throughput and energy efficiency than CIRCNN, respectively.

Comparison with Eyeriss. Table 9 summarizes the design pa-
rameters and hardware performance of Eyeriss and TIE on CONV
layers of VGG. For fair comparison, the clock frequency, silicon

Table 6: Power and area breakdowns.

Component Power (mW) Area (mm2)
Memory 60.8 (39.28%) 1.29 (73.93%)
Register 10.9 (7.04%) 0.019 (1.11%)

Combinational 54 (34.88%) 0.082 (4.70%)
Clock Network 29.1 (18.80%) 0.0035 (0.02%)

Other 0.35 (20.06%)
Total 154.8 1.744

Table 7: Comparisons of EIE and TIE.

Design EIE TIE
CMOS Tech. 45nm (reported) 28nm (projected) 28nm

Frequency (MHz) 800 1285 1000
Memory SRAM SRAM

Quantization 4-bit for weight index, 16-bit for
shared weight 16-bit

Area (mm2) 40.8 15.7 1.74
Power (mW) 590 590 154.8

Table 8: Comparisons of CIRCNN and TIE.

Design CIRCNN TIE

CMOS Tech. 45nm
(reported)

28nm
(projected) 28nm

Freq (MHz) 200 320 1000
Quantization 16-bit 16-bit
Area (mm2) N/A N/A 1.40
Power (mW) 80 80 104.8

Throughput (TOPS) 0.8 1.28 7.64
(5.96×)

Energy Efficiency
(TOPS/W) 10.0 16.0 72.90

(4.56×)

area and power consumption of Eyeriss are also projected under the
28nm technology.
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Figure 12: Performance comparison between EIE and TIE on different benchmarks.

5.4 Flexibility
TIE is designed to provide sufficient flexibility to support the needs
of different TT models having different layer sizes and decompo-
sition settings. As illustrated in Fig. 13, different workloads with
different d ,m, n and r can be executed on the same TIE accelerator
hardware efficiently in a flexible way. In addition, we also investigate
the throughput with different r ’s for the same workload (see Fig. 13.
Here the change of r is specifically studied since it is an important
metric to provide flexible control the compression and acceleration
effect of TT decomposition. From the figure we can see that TIE
exhibits great flexibility to support the flexibility for this important
TT decomposition parameter.

Table 9: Comparisons of Eyeriss and TIE on VGG CONV lay-
ers.6

Design Eyeriss TIE

CMOS Tech. 65nm
(reported)

28nm
(projected) 28nm

Freq (MHz) 200 464 1000
Quantization 16-bit 16-bit
Area (mm2) 12.25 2.27 1.74
Power (mW) 236 236 170

Throughput (Frame/s) 0.8 1.86 6.72
(3.61×)

Area Efficiency
(Frame/s/W) 0.065 0.82 3.86

(4.71×)
Energy Efficiency
(Frame/s/mm2) 3.39 7.89 39.5

(5.01×)

6 RELATED WORKS
Designing specialized DNN accelerators has become an active re-
search topic of the architecture community. In the last four years
a series of DNN processors and the corresponding instruction sets
are proposed in Diannao family [10, 11, 19, 42, 80] and Google’s
TPU [34]. Also, in [4, 37, 43], efficient and flexible dataflows are
investigated and proposed for DNN accelerator to reducethe memory
access and hence improve energy efficiency. On the other hand, some
works [13, 22, 36, 39, 58, 71] focus on improving the efficiency of
memory system in the DNN accelerators.

The performance of DNN hardware can also be improved by de-
signing accelerators [3, 6, 12, 16, 31, 38, 55, 78] utilizing the sparsity
of the network model. Besides, some other computation/memory-
reducing approaches are investigated in [1, 53, 60, 68] to facilitate
6We used core area and processing latency of Eyeriss instead of chip area and total
latency for fair comparison with TIE.

Figure 13: Flexibility of TIE on different decomposition ranks.

the efficient hardware design. Bit-serial computation-based accelera-
tors [2, 20, 30, 35, 37, 57, 63, 76] are another type of energy-efficient
DNN hardware that provides scalable performance with different
precisions.

Besides the aforementioned ASIC designs, FPGA-based imple-
mentations are widely investigated in [40, 48, 49, 54, 62, 64, 65, 82].
Also, analog or mixed signal-based design, proposed in [7, 8, 21,
41, 61, 66, 70], is another potential solutions for energy-efficient
DNN accelerators. In particular, [32] proposes a RRAM-based
TT-format DNN accelerator, which is the most relevant work of
TIE. Recently, considering the training phase of DNN is very time-
consuming, [14, 45, 59, 67, 69, 72] investigate efficient hardware
solutions for DNN training.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper develops a computation-efficient inference scheme for
TT-format DNN, and accordingly develops TIE, a TT-format com-
pressed DNN-targeted inference engine. The highly flexible archi-
tecture completely eliminate redundant computation and memory
accesses. A 16-processing elements (PE) prototype is implemented
using CMOS 28nm technology. Operating on 1000MHz, the TIE
accelerator consumes 1.74mm2 and 154.8mW. Compared with EIE,
TIE achieves 7.22× ∼ 10.66× better area efficiency and 3.03× ∼

4.48× better energy efficiency on different workloads, respectively.
Compared with CIRCNN, TIE achieves 5.96× and 4.56× higher
throughput and energy efficiency, respectively. The results show that
TIE exhibits significant advantages over state-of-the-art solutions.
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